Become a Team Leader with VOC

A Team Leader orchestrates the entire VOC Project Team from start to finish. This includes assembling a complete Project Team, communicating the overall vision to the team, and facilitating roles and responsibilities to ensure successful project execution. The responsibilities of a Team Leader require an experienced VOC volunteer with extensive Project Team knowledge. As Team Leader, you will work with VOC staff to coordinate and run all team meetings, oversee project scope, and ensure that all project forms and requirements are completed. You will also have the opportunity to mentor Assistant Team Leaders.

Benefits
- Develop and utilize skills in project management and organizing and directing other VOC leaders
- Expand your management and leadership skills
- Develop experience in organizing and executing volunteer projects from start to finish
- Play an important role in projects that have a significant impact on Colorado's outdoors

Requirements
- Demonstrated experience as a VOC Crew Leader or Project Team member
- OSI Project Management Training or equivalent experience
- Successfully mentor under a VOC staff member or experienced Team Leader as an Assistant Team Leader until proficiency is mastered

Commitment
- Attend and manage Project Team meetings (1 – 3 via phone)
- Commit to the entire project planning and execution process; often 1 – 2 months or longer for large-scale projects
- Complete numerous responsibilities that may occur before, during, or after the project
- You are not required to serve as Team Leader on every project for which you volunteer.
- As long as you remain active, committed, and continue to maintain a high standard of quality, you are welcome to serve indefinitely.

Get Started
- To view upcoming trainings and to register for OSI Project Management Training, visit voc.org/training.
- Please contact Ben Kromash at 303-715-1010 ext. 117 or ben@voc.org with any questions.

Since 1984, VOC has engaged more than 115,000 people to get involved in and become inspired to care for Colorado – a total donated labor value of nearly $23 million.

You may be interested in any number of our annual trail skills trainings offered through VOC's Outdoor Stewardship Institute (OSI), as well as other advanced leadership roles with VOC, such as Crew Leader Manager, OSI Instructor, or Technical Advisor. Learn more at voc.org/voclleadership or contact Ben Kromash at 303-715-1010 ext. 117 or ben@voc.org.